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GMP at the GCP interface: What do non-commercials need to know 
about GMP to make GCP work?

Traditionally, QA (Quality Assurance) in the non-commercial/investigator-led area focused on one GXP at 
a time, typically GCP. But with regulatory authorities increasingly being trained to inspect more than area, 

they are bringing with them a wider remit to their inspections. I have been working with investigator-led clinical 
trials and GCP for over ten years, and during that time, GCP has mostly been a discipline on its own, with a slight 
dabbling into one of the other GXP areas. But recently, I was quizzed on GMP during a regulatory inspection and 
found myself slightly at a loss. We don’t manufacture any investigational products on site, but of course re-package 
and undertake placebo-matching for trials with products bought off the open market. This presentation will cover 
an overview of the essentials of GMP as they apply to GCP and clinical trials in investigator-led studies.
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